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It is improbable that there was ever a time when the concept of waiting was a popular 

one. However, I doubt any age has exhibited a need for immediate gratification like ours. The 

rock band Queen had a song that is still heard on the radio and in commercials called “I Want It 

All and I Want It Now.” They aren’t the only ones. A closer look at the lyrics shows that the 

larger context of the song is a young man anxious to achieve his dreams as quickly as possible 

because he only has one life and it’s a short one. As Christians we probably dismiss the meaning 

of this song figuring, “If a rock band sang it, it’s probably evil” or “I’ve heard about Freddie 

Mercury and anything he’s talking about can’t be in line with anything I believe in.” I would like 

to challenge every man reading (and writing) this, though, to take time to evaluate the priorities 

they are patterning for their wives and children. We might find our lives and daily decisions to be 

much closer to the lyrics of the song than we first thought. Isaiah 40:31 is a well-known passage. 

The New King James version reads, “But those who wait on the Lord shall renew their strength; 

they shall mount up with wings like eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and 

not faint.” Isaiah 40 in its entirety is in fact a beautiful message to a land in conflict. Our nation 

and so many of our families find themselves with so many questions right now. When will our 

reputation with other nations return? When will our nation find its way out of debt? When will 

our financial wealth return? When will we be able to withdraw from Iraq and Afghanistan? 

When will there be peace on earth? When will our country find the resolutions to the great 

debates over abortion, homosexuality, the Bible in our schools, courts, and government? Can a 

righteous man and his family succeed in the world we live in? God’s answer many times is 

“Wait.” There are at least four reasons God has made me wait for things I’ve prayed about that I 

believe are applicable to everyone of us and our nation as a whole. 

“You’re not ready for the situation to change,” He might say to me. Unfortunately, many 

of us aren’t ready to live for God in a world without many challenges. One day maybe we can 

ask Adam and Eve how hard it was to be appreciative and devoted to perfect goodness when it 

was all they knew. God knows us better than we do. He knows that the best way for some of us 

to stay near Him is for us to stay in the need and/or turmoil we created for ourselves because of 

our decisions until we learn to make better decisions. Sometimes we need correction. A slap on 



the wrist isn’t always enough. There are times when we need to deal with a sustained effect from 

our bad choices in order for them to leave a mark we’ll remember. We often learn better when 

we learn something the hard way. I have found that most of the time I am being corrected, I 

don’t even know it. I might be too busy complaining or trying to make things be different. My 

relationship to God is never what it should be when I don’t realize I’m being corrected. Maybe I 

haven’t been making time for personal study and prayer. The problem could be my lack of 

spiritual leadership in my family leading to turmoil between us. It makes sense that the same lack 

of focus that caused me to make bad decisions would cause me to be oblivious to corrective 

measures my Father is trying to make in my life. That’s a good reason for staying on course to 

begin with. Proverbs 3:11, 12 tell us that the Lord corrects and chastens us because He loves us. I 

need to wait until I correct my own inappropriate actions before I ask God to remove the 

consequences. 

He might whisper, “I want you to help someone else dealing with this later.” Sometimes 

our struggles are not with situations caused by sinful or wrong action on our own part. Instead, 

for reasons unknown to us, we encounter a major setback in our health. Or it could be a 

relationship challenge with a family member that has rebelled. We might have an electrical fire 

at our house that takes all of our material belongings. What can I possibly learn from those 

situations? The older I get the more I realize what a great teacher adversity is. Why do older 

people tend to be wiser than younger people? Is it because of all of the things that have gone 

right in their lives? Or is it because of all of the lessons learned from tough times in a seasoned 

life? Both, but I assure you the latter did the majority of the work. Romans 14 and the first part 

of chapter 15 tell of a pattern God desires in the Church where those that have learned the way 

through some of the rough patches in life go back and help others through those patches. The 

ones who know the way ought to show it to a fellow Christian with love and care. We are all 

God’s children and He intends for us to help each other. Romans 14:10 even declares that we 

will stand in judgment and give an answer for how we helped others through tough times. I need 

to wait on the Lord through this struggle so He can use me to help someone else through it later.  

He may counsel, “This is preparing you for later.” This idea, a cousin to the premise 

above, is based on using our own experiences to help ourselves later. Are you a parent to more 

than one child? Was the second time around more or less stressful? Barring circumstances out of 

the ordinary, the tension was much less severe the second time around. Why? Familiarity, with 



anything, adds a level of comfort. How about the second time on a roller coaster? Each time we 

ride, we’re just a little more confident in our seats. James 1:2-4 seems counterintuitive when it 

tells us to count it joy when we encounter various trials. It goes on to say that when our faith is 

tested the result is patience. The pictures I have in my mind about this idea are compelling to me. 

I have always striven to achieve the place of the main character in my mental reels. The process 

to get there is excruciating. In my mind, one of the characters is the leader of an army of 

thousands lined up on the field of battle. The enemy is rushing in screaming and taunting all the 

way. The line of troops awaits the signal from a lone rider sitting still on his horse in front of the 

line. The surge builds in the hearts of the line behind a captain they trust with their lives. The 

most inexperienced soldier in the line is lifted by the still confidence of the captain believing that 

even he has not just a chance to win but is expected to win. I will never sit on the lead horse. My 

Savior alone is worthy to lead the hearts of men. Even though I am the soldier that has to be 

lifted by others at every turn, I know that my Captain wants me in that line. I believe Him when 

His command says “Wait!” because His timing has been right in every battle I’ve ever fought. 

Each battle prepares me for the next one. 

His loving reminder each day comforts me “This isn’t your home.” John 14:1-6 teaches 

us that the victory is already won. We need only claim our part in it. Our Champion is home 

right now making a place for those that are keeping their eyes on the goal and fighting the good 

fight (1 Timothy 6:11-16). Whatever happens on the field of battle, listen to the Captain. 

Through whatever battles may come, economic, sickness, relational or even death, wait. If we 

do, at the right time, either here or there, He will lift us up (1 Peter 5:6).   


